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Abstract

Context

Anti-DFS70 antibodies are the most frequent antinuclear antibodies (ANA) found in healthy

individuals. We assessed the clinical significance of the presence of anti-DFS70 antibodies.

Methods

We defined a group of patients (n = 421) with anti-DFS70 antibodies and a group of patients

(n = 63) with a history of idiopathic arterial and/or venous thrombotic disease and/or obstet-

ric complication (i.e.�3 miscarriages, fetal death or premature birth with eclampsia). Anti-

DFS70 antibodies prevalence was also assessed in a cohort of 300 healthy blood donors.

Results

The prevalence of thrombotic disease and/or obstetric complication in the 421 patients with

anti-DFS70 antibodies was 13.1% (n = 55) and the prevalence of connective tissue disease

was 19% (n = 80). Among the 63 patients with a history of thrombosis and/or obstetric com-

plications, 7 (11.1%) had anti-DFS70 antibodies and among the latter, 5 had no common

thrombophilic factor. In contrast, the prevalence of anti-DFS70 antibodies was of 3.0% (9

out of 300) in healthy donors. Finally, the Activated Partial Thromboplastin Time (aPTT)

ratio of patients with a history of thrombosis and anti-DFS70 antibodies was lower than the

aPTT ratio of other patients, suggesting that thrombotic patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies

may have a hypercoagulable state.

Conclusion

We described here for the first time an immune procoagulant state involving anti-DFS70

antibodies.
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Introduction
The search for antinuclear antibodies (ANA) by indirect immunofluorescence (IIF) on HEp-2
cells is routinely performed as the first step for the biological diagnosis of systemic autoim-
mune diseases [1–3]. Anti-DFS70 antibodies are a type of ANA defined by a nuclear dense fine
speckled (DFS) IIF pattern, first described in 1994 (Fig 1) [4]. Anti-DFS70 antibodies recognize
the Lens Epithelium Derived Growth Factor antigen (LEDGF), a nuclear protein involved in
DNA remodeling and later identified as the transcription coactivator p75 [5]. Trained immu-
nologist can easily distinguish this IIF pattern from the ones commonly observed in connective
tissue diseases (CTD) and we have recently shown that the DFS IIF pattern indeed corre-
sponded to the presence of anti-LEDGF antibodies detected by specific assays [6]. Descriptions
of the clinical features of patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies have shown that they were asso-
ciated with interstitial cystitis [4], atopic dermatitis [7], alopecia areata [8], cataract and Vogt-
Koyanagi-Harada disease [9]. It has also been reported that anti-DFS70 antibodies (at
titers� 1:160) were the most frequent type of ANA found in healthy individuals with a preva-
lence of 6% [10, 11]. A more recent study indicated that anti-DFS70 antibodies were observed
at a lower frequency in healthy donors (3%) while they were absent in CTD [12]. We recently
showed that anti-DFS70 antibodies could be detected during CTD while 12% of patients with
anti-DFS70 antibodies had ongoing CTD [6]. Because those studies were conducted on a lim-
ited number of individuals, we conducted a retrospective study on a larger number of consecu-
tive patients tested positive for anti-DFS70 antibodies (n = 421). Here, we show that a
significant proportions of patients harboring anti-DFS70 antibodies unexpectedly presented
with a history of thrombosis (arterial or venous) or obstetric complications including miscar-
riages, fetal death and premature birth with eclampsia that were not explained by the presence
of common thrombophilic factors [13].

Fig 1. Dense Fine Speckled nuclear pattern on HEp-20001 cells (titer 1:1280). Indirect
Immunofluorescence on Hep20001 cells with a fluorescein-conjugated secondary antibody
(Immunoconcept) of the serum of a patient with anti-DFS70 antibodies. Picture was acquired using a LEICA/
DM-LB2 microscope (x400 magnification) at 20°C, using camera DFC 300FX and acquisition software IM500
(Leica). Anti-DFS70 antibodies titer was determined by testing successive two-fold dilutions of the serum
from 1/80 to 1/1280. Samples were classified as positive if well-defined immunofluorescence patterns were
identified at 1/160 dilution.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138671.g001
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Materials and Methods

Patient inclusion
The first group of consecutive patients was selected among all patients (n = 16 754) undergoing
routine antinuclear antibodies testing (ANA) at the Pitié-Salpêtrière hospital (Paris, France)
between the 1st of June 2011 and ended on the 31st of July 2013. All patients (n = 421) with
ANA and a DFS pattern at titer higher or equal to 1:160 were included [14]. ANA testing was
performed to diagnose CTD in internal medicine or to investigate a history of thrombosis in
hematology. One hundred patients, included between the 7th of December 2011 and the 25th of
April 2012 have been previously described for the prevalence of CTD but not for other patho-
logical conditions [6]. We defined a second group of patients (n = 63) followed-up in hematol-
ogy department at the Pitié-Salpêtrière hospital (Paris, France) who had a history of confirmed
idiopathic arterial thrombosis (i.e. myocardial infarction and/or ischemic stroke) and/or
venous thromboembolism (VTE) including deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary
embolism (PE) and/or obstetric complications that included�3 miscarriages before the 10th

week of gestation, death of a morphologically normal fetus after the 10th week of gestation or
premature birth with eclampsia before the 34th week of gestation. Patient inclusion started on
the 1st of January 2013 and ended on the 31st of December 2013. Patients in both groups were
evaluated with thrombophilia testing that included the search for thrombophilic factors [13],
i.e. factor V G1691A (Leiden), prothrombin G20210A and MTHFR C677T mutations [15–19],
antithrombin (AT), protein C (PC) and protein S (PS) deficiencies [20, 21], antiphospholipid
antibodies (Lupus anticoagulant, Anticardiolipin and anti-β2 glycoprotein 1 antibodies of IgG
and IgM isotypes), in addition to ANA testing. The clinical history of all patients was retrospec-
tively analyzed by clinical chart review of medical records and diagnoses were established
according to disease criteria for respective diseases. CTD included systemic lupus erythemato-
sus (SLE), rheumatoid arthritis (RA), Sjögren syndrome (SjS), systemic sclerosis (SS), polymyo-
sitis (PM) or mixed connective tissue disease (MCTD) [22–24]. Similarly, thrombotic disease
was defined as either a history of confirmed arterial thrombosis and/or VTE and/or obstetric
complications (as defined above [25]. Data were anonymously used in accordance with the lat-
est version of the Helsinki Declaration of human research ethics. Collection of patient samples
was carried out according to local ethics committee regulations and ethical approval was
obtained from the “CPP—Ile de France- VI” at the Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital. No consent was
needed from any patients involved in this study. Anti-DFS70 antibodies prevalence was also
assessed in a cohort of 300 anonymous healthy blood donors that did not experienced throm-
botic event or obstetric event (Etablissement français du sang, Paris, France).

Activated Partial Thromboplastin Time (aPTT)
Venous blood samples were collected into 5 ml tubes containing one-tenth volume 0.109M triso-
dium citrate into Vacutainer tubes (Becton Dickinson) using a minimal stasis. Platelet-poor plasma
(PPP) was prepared by centrifugation at room temperature at 3000 g for 15 minutes, and was ana-
lyzed within 3 h of collection. The aPTT (TriniCLOT™Automated aPTT, Tcoag) was determined
on a STA-R Evolution instrument (Stago, Asnières, France) according to the manufacturer recom-
mendations. Results are expressed as ratio of patient-to-pooled normal plasma. The local cut-off
ratio determined for aPTT was determined using PPP from 50 apparently healthy volunteers.

Indirect immunofluorescence (IIF)
IIF was performed using HEp-20001 cells and secondary anti-human IgG supplied by Immu-
noconcept (Sacramento, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The screening
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dilution was 1:80. Readings were performed by technicians and confirmed by a specialized biol-
ogist on a LEICA DM LB2 at the objective x40. Anti-DFS IIF pattern was characterized by
dense fine speckles distributed throughout the nucleus.

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using two-tailed Fisher exact test, z-test, non parametric Mann-Whitney
U-test and Chi-2 test with GraphPad Prism 5 to analyze the differences between groups. For all
statistical tests, p-value< 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Low prevalence of connective tissue diseases in patients with anti-
DFS70 antibodies
Among the 16754 single patients tested for ANA, 421 patients (2.5%) had anti-DFS70 antibod-
ies (Table 1); 83% were females (n = 348, female/male sex ratio 4.8), 52 patients had SLE
(12.4%), 9, RA (2.1%), 15, primary Sjögren syndrome (3.6%), 2, inflammatory myositis (0.5%)
and 2 had mixed connective tissue diseases (0.5%). Most of patients consulted in internal medi-
cine (n = 227, 54%) with a low prevalence of CTD (n = 80, 19.0%). Among the patients without
CTD, 15 patients had multiple sclerosis (3.6%), 16 had thyroiditis (3.8%) and 2 had atopic der-
matitis (0.5%) but none had alopecia areata [8], interstitial cystitis [4], or Vogt-Koyanagi-Har-
ada disease [10].

A subset of patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies has a history of
thrombosis or obstetric complications
Among the 421 patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies, thrombosis and/or obstetric complica-
tions (defined above) occurred at an unexpectedly high prevalence (n = 55, 13.1%). Respective
prevalences of VTE and arterial thrombosis were 6.2% (n = 26) and 3.1% (n = 13) while the
prevalence of obstetric complications was 5.8% in female patients (n = 20). Clinical and biolog-
ical features for those 55 patients are detailed in S1 Table. Four patients had both VTE and
obstetric complications; one had arterial and VTE while another had arterial thrombosis and
obstetric complications. No patients combined arterial and VTE and obstetric complications.
Among the 55 patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies and a history of thrombosis and/or obstet-
ric complications, 121 events (either thrombotic or obstetric) were observed with a mean of 2.2
(±1.5) events per patient and a median number of events of 2 (Range: 1–7). Among male

Table 1. Description of patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies.

History of thrombosis and/or obstetric events

Yes (n = 55; 13.1%) No (n = 366; 86.9%) All patients (n = 421)

CTD 13 (24%) 69 (19%) 82 (20%)

Sex ratio F:M 4.0 (44:11) 4.9 (304:62) 4.8 (348:73)

Age (mean±SD; median and range) 43 (±16); 41 (16–82) 44 (±16); 42 (13–87) 44 (±16); 42 (13–87)

Referring physicians

Internal medicine 39 (71%)* 188 (51%)* 227 (54%)

Hematology 13 (24%)* 10 (3%)* 23 (6%)

Other 3 (6%)* 168 (46%)* 171 (41%)

*Statistically significant differences (p-value < 0.05)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138671.t001
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patients (n = 11), 17 thrombotic events occurred (1.55±0.93 events per patient), while among
female patients (n = 44), 104 thrombotic or obstetric events occurred (2.36±1.53 events per
patient). Among those 104 events in female patients, 53 were obstetric complications (1.20
±1.76 events per patient). Therefore, the most prevalent events were obstetric complications
(44%, n = 53) and VTE (40%, n = 49) while arterial thrombosis represented 16% (n = 19) of
events. The nature of the first event observed in patients was VTE in 44% of patients (n = 24),
obstetric complications in 39% of women (n = 17) and arterial thrombosis in 25% of patients
(n = 14), with a mean age of 32 (±13) for VTE, 32 (±6) for obstetric complications and 43
(±12) for arterial thrombosis. A majority of those 55 patients (n = 39, 71%) had neither CTD
nor APS. Because of the retrospective status of the study, only 34 of those 55 patients were
tested for thrombophilia; among these 34 patients, 20 (59%) did not have any known thrombo-
philic factor. We compared the patients with a history of thrombosis and/or obstetric compli-
cations with the patients without thrombotic history and we did not found any significant
differences in term of age, gender, CTD prevalence (Table 1) and anti-DFS70 antibodies titers
(S1 Fig).

A significant proportion of patients with unexplained thrombophilia have
anti-DFS70 antibodies
Because we have shown above that patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies may be more prone to
develop thrombosis and/or obstetric complications, we investigated whether anti-DFS70 anti-
bodies were prevalent in patients suspected with thrombophilia. We thus constituted a throm-
bosis group that included patients consulting for the exploration of thrombophilia (i.e. either
arterial or venous single or recurrent idiopathic thrombosis and/or unexplained obstetric com-
plications as defined above). Therefore, this thrombosis group included 63 patients, whose clin-
ical and biological features are summarized in Table 2. The prevalence of anti-DFS70
antibodies (n = 7, 11.1%) in the 63 thrombophilic patients cohort was higher, although not sta-
tistically significantly, than the prevalence of factor V Leiden (9%, n = 6), G20210A polymor-
phism of prothrombin gene (8%, n = 5), AT and PS deficiencies (3%, n = 2 for each) and PC
deficiency (n = 0) but lower than the prevalence of homozygote C677T polymorphism of
MTHFR gene (13%, n = 9) and antiphospholipid antibodies (13.4%, n = 9). Thirty-eight
patients had no known thrombophilic factor. Among the latter, five patients harbored anti-
DFS70 antibodies. Therefore, patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies represented 13% of the 38
patients without any known thrombophilic factor. In comparison, the prevalence of anti-
DFS70 antibodies in 300 healthy blood donors without thrombotic or obstetric events was
lower (3.0%, n = 9). The odds ratio for thrombotic events in the presence of anti-DFS70 anti-
bodies was therefore of 4.04 (CI95%: 1.44–11.3). Altogether, our findings indicate that a previ-
ously undescribed subset of patients with unexplained thrombosis and/or obstetric
complications harbors anti-DFS70 antibodies.

Patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies have a hypercoagulable state
Finally we assessed whether the prevalence of thrombosis in patients carrying anti-DFS70 anti-
bodies could be mechanistically explained. Hypercoagulable state can be detected with rou-
tinely performed aPTT which investigates the activity of proacoagulant factors like IX, XI, II
and fibrinogen, as shortened aPTT has been shown to be associated with VTE [26]. We thus
retrospectively compared the aPTT measured in the absence of any therapeutic anticoagulant
treatments of (1) patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies that had experienced thrombosis
(n = 42) with those of (2) healthy anti-DFS70 antibodies carriers (n = 17) and of (3) patients
that experienced thrombosis without anti-DFS70 antibodies (n = 46). As shown in Fig 2,
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healthy anti-DFS70 antibodies carriers had a mean+/-SD ratio of 1.062+/-0.17 while patients
with thrombosis without anti-DFS70 antibodies had a mean+/-SD ratio of 1.10 +/-0.18.
Patients that experienced thrombosis in the presence of anti-DFS70 antibodies had a mean
+/-SD ratio of 0.95 +/-0.119. The latter patients ratio was significantly lower than those of

Table 2. Description of patients with a history of thrombotic and/or obstetric events.

History of thrombotic and/or obstetric events
among:

Patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies
(n = 55)

Patients with thrombophilia
(n = 63)

p-value

Nature of events

Arterial thrombosis 13 (24%) 6 (10%) <0.05*

Venous thrombosis 26 (47%) 55 (87%) <0.001*

Obstetric syndrome 20 (46% of women) 6 (13% of women) <0.001*

Risk factors of thrombosis

Anti-DFS70 antibodies 55 (100%) 7 (11%) <0.001*

Thrombophilic factors 14 (41%)† 24 (38%) 0.7

Clinical context

Sex ratio F:M 4.0 (44:11) 2.2 (46:21) 0.40

Age (mean±SD); median and range) 43 (±16); 41 (16–82) 50 (±16); 50 (21–82) 0.04*

CTD 13 (24%) None <0.001*

APS 8 (15%) 9 (13%) 1.0

Referring physicians

Hematology 13 (24%)* 63 (100%)* <0.001*

*Statistically significant differences (p-value<0.05). CTD, Connective Tissue Disease, APS, Antiphospholipid antibodies syndrome. Thrombophilic factors

included factor V Leiden, G20210A polymorphism of prothrombin gene and C677T polymorphism of MTHFR gene, antiphospholipid antibodies (Lupus

anticoagulant, IgG, IgM), antithrombin III, protein C and protein S deficiencies.
† Due to the retrospective status of the study, only 34 of the 55 patients were tested for thrombophilia.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138671.t002

Fig 2. Hypercoagulable state in thrombotic patients harboring anti-DFS70 antibodies. APTT ratio of
healthy individuals with anti-DFS70 antibodies (DFS-Ab, n = 17), patients with thrombophilia without anti-
DFS70 antibodies (n = 46) and patients with thrombosis and anti-DFS70 antibodies (n = 42) are shown. Red
horizontal lines represent mean values. Comparisons were made using non parametric Mann-Whitney U-
test. P-values under 0.05 were considered significant.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0138671.g002
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healthy anti-DFS70 antibodies carriers (p = 0.007) while those of healthy anti-DFS70 antibod-
ies carriers was not significantly different from those of patients with thrombosis without anti-
DFS70 antibodies (p = 0.34). Of note, some patients with a history of thrombosis and anti-
DFS70 antibodies had ratios as low as 0.69. Finally, when carefully analyzing the healthy anti-
DFS70 antibodies carriers, we could notice that some patients displayed low aPTT ratio, close
to those observed in thrombotic patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies. We can therefore
hypothesize that those patients might be at risk of thrombotic events. Therefore, we conclude
that thrombotic patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies might be in a state of hypercoagulability.

Discussion
In this study, we constituted the largest cohort, to our knowledge, of patients with anti-DFS70
antibodies (n = 421). While we could confirm that CTD were not absent but with a low preva-
lence in patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies, we did not observed any specific association
between anti-DFS70 antibodies and alopecia areata [8], interstitial cystitis [4], or Vogt-Koya-
nagi-Harada disease or atopic dermatitis [7, 10]. The commonly accepted definition for signifi-
cant positivity for ANA is set to titers superior or equal to 1:160 [14]. The prevalence of anti-
DFS70 antibodies has been previously reported in a large cohort of healthy individuals
(n = 597) at 11% with a threshold of 1:40 [11]. Careful analysis of presented data in this study
indicates that the prevalence of anti-DFS70 antibodies at significant titers (� 1:160) is rather of
5.8%. A more recent study conducted on a higher number of healthy individuals (n = 918) indi-
cated that anti-DFS70 antibodies were present at significant titers with a lower prevalence
(3.15%) [12]. We therefore assessed the prevalence of anti-DFS70 antibodies locally in 300
healthy blood donors and determined that it was indeed close to the ones calculated using com-
monly accepted thresholds (n = 9; 3.0%). We unexpectedly observed that idiopathic thrombo-
sis and/or obstetric complications occurred in 13.1% (n = 55 out of 421) of patients with anti-
DFS70 antibodies. In particular, VTE occurred in 6.2% of patients. It has been reported that, in
a cohort of 11084 volunteers, VTE occurred with a lower prevalence (2.9%) [27]. Furthermore,
obstetric complications were more frequent in women with anti-DFS70 antibodies than in a
cohort of pregnant women (5.7% vs. 1–5%) while arterial thrombosis frequency seemed to be
similar to that observed in volunteers (3.1% vs. 4.4%) [27, 28]. To minimize bias related to the
retrospective aspect of the study, we calculated the rate of samples positive for anti-DFS70 anti-
bodies in patients undergoing ANA test (n = 16754) and found a 2.5% rate of positivity, which
is close to the rate of positivity (3%) found in the general population and in our health donor
control group. We therefore state that the probability of bias due to the restrospective status of
the study and recruitment bias are minimal. We can therefore hypothesize that the risk of VTE
and obstetric complications may be higher in patients harboring anti-DFS70 antibodies. More-
over, anti-DFS70 antibodies were more prevalent in our group of consecutive patients with a
history of thrombophilia (11.1%, 7 patients out of 63) than in both published cohorts of healthy
individuals (5.8%, 35 patients out of 597 and 3.15%, 29 out of 918 respectively) or our cohort of
healthy donors (3.0%, 9 patients out of 300). The calculation of the odds ratios (1.9, CI95%: 0.8–
4.6; 3.7, CI95%: 1.55–8.7 calculated respectively from both studies and 4.04, CI95%: 1.44–11.3
when compared to our cohort of healthy donors) also suggests that anti-DFS70 antibodies may
be associated with a high risk of thrombosis and/or obstetric complications. We have previ-
ously demonstrated that the presence of DFS IIF pattern observed on HEp-2 cells was equiva-
lent to the detection of anti-LEDGF antibodies using specific assays, indicating that the sole IIF
method is sufficient to determine the presence of anti-DFS70/anti-LEDGF antibodies [6].
LEDGF was first described as a nuclear protein, named p75 [29]. LEDGF has been described as
a secreted protein with growth-factor properties, also responsible for resistance to thermal and
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oxidative stresses [30]. The biological effects of LEDGF have been shown to be increased in the
presence of heparin [31, 32]. The capacity of heparin to interact with LEDGF may indicate that
the LEDGF/anti-DFS70 antibodies immune complex may play a role in the induction of
thrombosis. Furthermore, we observed that aPTT ratio was particularly reduced in patients
with thrombosis and anti-DFS70 antibodies, indicating that the latter patients may be in a
hypercoagulable state [26]. Given the large number of patients included and the large number
of patients described here, we can assume that the presence of anti-DFS70 antibodies (at titers
>1:160) may constitute an immune-mediated prothrombotic state at high risk for thrombotic
adverse complications as observed in antiphospholipid syndrome or in heparin induced
thrombocytopenia [33–35]. It is widely accepted that autoantibodies are present years before
the occurrence of the first clinical event of autoimmune diseases. For instance, it has been dem-
onstrated that specific autoantibodies could be detected up to 10 years before the clinical onset
of CTD, antiphospholipid syndrome, rheumatoid arthritis or type 1 diabetes [36–38]. There-
fore, it is not surprising that, first, anti-DFS70 antibodies can be present in apparently healthy
donors and, second, that not all patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies have developed throm-
botic or obstetric events. Of note, some healthy anti-DFS70 antibodies carriers displayed low
aPTT ratio close to those observed in thrombotic patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies. It
remains to be determined whether those healthy carriers are at higher risk of thrombosis than
those with a normal aPTT ratio. An attempt to determine which epitopes of LEDGF were rec-
ognized by anti-DFS70 antibodies indicated that anti-DFS70 antibodies from 93 individuals
invariably recognized a single conformational epitope located in the C-terminus region of
LEDGF [39]. We could also confirm that all patients with anti-DFS70 antibodies detected
using IIF methods harbored antibodies recognizing this epitope [6]. Taken together, our results
suggest that patients tested positive for anti-DFS70 antibodies might be at risk for immune-
mediated thrombotic events. Given the restrospective status of this study, further prospective
studies are needed to confirm our results and to determine whether anti-DFS70 antibodies
indeed represent a risk factor for thrombosis. Such studies would determine whether the search
for anti-DFS70 antibodies screening by ANA testing in IIF could be included in the etiologic
diagnosis procedures for thrombosis and/or obstetric complications and whether patients with
anti-DFS70 antibodies might benefit from a more stringent follow-up and/or preventive thera-
peutic strategies.

Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Anti-DFS70 antibodies titers in indirect immunofluorescence. Distribution of anti-
DFS70 antibodies titers in patients with or without thrombosis and/or obstetric complications
is shown.
(TIF)

S1 Table. Description of anti-DFS+ patients with APS-like events. F, Female; M, Male; CTD,
Connective tissue disease; SLE, Systemic Lupus Erythematosus; SjS, Sjögren Syndrom; RA,
Rheumatoid arthritis; AT, Arterial thrombosis; VT, Venous thrombosis; OE, Obstetric event
including miscarriage, preeclampsia or HELLP syndrome; OCP, Oral Contraceptive Pills con-
taining estrogen; APL, Anti-phospholipid Antibodies; Htz, Heterozygous, Hmz, Homozygous;
NA, Not available; �, Patients also included in the thrombosis group. Cardiovascular risk fac-
tors included age (>50 for men and>60 for women), history of myocardial infarction in first-
degree relatives (<55 for men,<65 for women), tobacco use, type 2 diabetes, HDL-cholesterol
<0.4g/L. †, miscarriages before the 10th week of gestation; ‡, fetal death after the 10th week of
gestation; #, premature birth with eclampsia before the 34th week of gestation
(DOC)
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